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Bloomberg BNA and RSM Partner for
Fixed Assets
Bloomberg BNA’s software products group is pleased to announce that RSM US LLP
(“RSM”), one of the nation’s leading providers of audit, tax, and consulting services
for the middle market, has chosen BNA Fixed Assets Web to help deliver a new �xed
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Bloomberg BNA’s software products group is pleased to announce that RSM US LLP
(“RSM”), one of the nation’s leading providers of audit, tax, and consulting services
for the middle market, has chosen BNA Fixed Assets Web to help deliver a new �xed
assets offering to its clients. RSM’s Fixed Assets Optimization Service takes a holistic
view of the lifecycle of �xed assets, with the intent of improving processes, reducing
costs, and optimizing the tax impacts for its clients. 

Offered by the RSM Tangible Property Services Practice, RSM’s Fixed Assets
Optimization Service takes a comprehensive approach to identify opportunities that
streamline processes and save clients time and money. RSM will now use BNA Fixed
Assets Web to help its clients address complex tax implications using real-time data,
in order to reduce taxes and better manage their �xed assets.
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“By standardizing on Bloomberg BNA’s cloud solution, RSM is able to gain more
insight into a client’s �xed assets situation to help them improve their existing
processes,” said Murat Tasel, tax partner at RSM. “Companies will bene�t from the
know-how and expertise of RSM and the �xed assets technology from Bloomberg
BNA to drive business results and positively impact their bottom-line.”

“We are pleased and excited to extend our longstanding relationship with RSM. Our
alliance will help corporations uncover bene�cial tax treatments while complying
and staying ahead of current law,” said Ken Crutch�eld, vice president of Bloomberg
BNA’s software products.
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